1. "I see," the young man responded. Thinking of ways to apply the principle was almost like playing a game. "I have watched the priests chase stray ____ away from the gates. I guess it would be important to guard the gates of the Temple. What would that be like for my body temple?"

3. As John watched the young man climb up from the Jordan river bed toward his home, he thanked God for the straight path the Spirit had into another ____ temple.

7. "Yes," John nodded, "cleanliness is important. That could include how you take care of your body inside & out, couldn't it? The ____ you eat, the thoughts you allow to stay in your head."

9. "… Imagine that you are a special place for the Spirit of God, that you are a tabernacle or a ____. What do you think that principle would tell you about how to take care of yourself?"

11. "Exactly," John smiled broadly. "If you dedicate your entire self to God, & then ask Him to always live in you, you will know how to make the choices that He would have you make for your own lifestyle. When you have a choice to make, you can just think about your body temple & its ____. God will give you the wisdom to know how to take care of that temple & what to let in those ____.

12. FTWTF - Power Point
13. [Thursday's lesson] Based on what you have learned this week, write out God's plan to improve the treatment of your ____ temple.